Quaderns de Filologia: Estudis Lingüistics is indexed on the following databases:

1. **Quality Assessment:**


   - **ESCI (Emergent Sources and Citation Index)**
     As a new index in the Web of Science™ Core Collection, Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI) expands the citation universe and reflects the growing global body of science and scholarly activity. ESCI complements the highly selective indexes by providing earlier visibility for sources under evaluation as part of SCIE, SSCI, and AHCI’s rigorous journal selection process. Inclusion in ESCI provides greater discoverability which leads to measurable citations and more transparency in the selection process.

   - **ERIH+ (European Reference Index for the Humanities and Social Sciences).**

   - **Carhus Plus+.** (Classification: A)
     Carhus Plus+ is a system for the classification of scientific journals in the areas of Social Sciences and Humanities, published on a local, national and international level.

   - **CIRC (Integrated Classification of Scientific Journals).** (Classification: B)
     Quality ranking of scientific journals in the fields of Social and Human Sciences based on the criteria used by Spanish evaluation agencies such as ANECA or CNEAI (Spanish Ministry of Education, Science and Technology).

   - **DICE** (Difusión y Calidad Editorial de las Revistas Españolas de Humanidades y Ciencias Sociales y Jurídicas).
     Database with direct quality indicators of Humanities and Social Sciences Spanish journals.
ANECA (Spanish Quality Assessment Agency) uses this database as reference for quality for Spanish scientific journals.

** Last updated 2011. QF has requested the update of their criteria for inclusion and ranking.

- **LATINDEX. (Criteria: 33)**
  Online Regional System of Information for Scientific Journals in Latin America, the Caribbean, Spain and Portugal.

- **MIAR (Information Matrix for the Analysis of Journals).**
  Updated annually, MIAR gathers key data for identification and analysis of journals. These are grouped into major scientific areas - subdivided turn in more specialist academic fields.

- **RESH (Social Sciences and Humanities Spanish Journals).**
  Information including quality indicators for Spanish scientific journals in Humanities and Social Sciences. *(ANECA: 13; CNEAI: 12)**
  Information available corresponds to 2011. QF has requested the update of the indicators.

- **REDIB (Red Iberoamericana de Innovación y Conocimiento Científico)**
  REDIB is a database for adding scientific and academic research produced in the Iberian-American scope.

2. **Specialised Databases**

- **MLA (Modern Language Association Database)**
  Index of publications on Modern Languages, Literature and Linguistics.

- **Linguistic Bibliography**
  The most comprehensive index of references for scientific and academic publications on Linguistics (Permanent International Committee of Linguists, UNESCO).

- **ISOC – Social Sciences and Humanities**
  Information on scientific publications in Social Sciences and Humanities published in Spain since the 1970s. It includes summaries and journal directories.
3. MULTIDISCIPLINARY DATABASES

- **DIALNET**
  Access portal to scholarly contents in Hispanic and Portuguese studies through an online library of scientific journals.

- **RODERIC**
  Open content repository of the University of Valencia. It provides statistical information downloaded articles.

- **DOAJ (Directory of Open Access Journals)**
  Online directory that indexes and provides access to high quality, open-access, peer-reviewed journals. *(application being processed)*

4. COPYRIGHT POLICIES AND SELF-ARCHIVING

- **DULCINEA**
  Copyright policies and permission to self-archiving of Spanish scholarly journals.

- **SHERPA-ROMEO**
  Romeo Colour: Green. Pre- and post-print self-archiving/PDF.

5. CATALOGUES

- **COPAC** *(UK and Ireland)*
  Library catalogue that includes research materials from the main libraries in the UK and Ireland.

- **REBIUN**
  Network of Spanish university libraries (CRUE)

- **SUDOC** *(France)*
  Catalogue of the Documentation University System for libraries and documentation centres of Higher Education and research. It contains more than 12 million bibliographical references.

- **OCLC WorldCat**
  WorldCat is the world's largest network of library content and services.
• QÜERN (Classification: B)
  Bibliographic bulletin of Catalan linguistics and literature.